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Black Matte Cover - Rhino Bullet Journal. Small Dot Grid Journal and Notebook. 100 Pages of
cream dot paper to write on. 5x8 dot grid paper notebook. Great for a journal, diary or
notebook. Drawing pad or doodle pad. Bullet journal. With a Journal you give yourself
permission to write yourself into history. 100 dot grid pages. Rhino Cover 60# cream paper
thicker paper draw, sketch, create, write, plan planner, diary, notebook perfect for colored
pencils note taking and bullet journaling purse size 5x8 size dynamic cover design
DOT BULLET JOURNAL The Bullet Journal is a productive organization system. Start with
blank dot grid journal you can create and design whatever you want; it can be your notebook,
to-do list, planner, sketchbook and your diary. With the perfect size and light weight, this
journal is portable to carry in everywhere you go. SPECIFICATIONS - Type: Bullet Journal
Notebook - Cover: Matte Paperback - Layout: Dotted Journal Paper - Dimensions: 5.5"" x 8.5""
- Pages: 130 LET'S ENJOY YOUR BULLET JOURNALING
Bullet journals, with their evenly spaced dot grids, are great for horizontal, vertical, diagonal
and free-hand creativity. Our notebook with 110 black and white pages of dots is perfect for
organizing daily activities, creating shopping lists, strategic planning, note-taking, sketching or
whatever else can be imagined! 20 white dot grid pages 90 black dot grid pages 2 white pages
followed by 10 black pages Special Designed Matter Cover 8x10 inches We hope you'll enjoy
our special designed black page journals and notebooks! Don't forget to share your thoughts
with us, just write the customer review.
Cover: Glossy Paperback, 13.97x21.59 cm (5,5"x 8,5")Inside: 120 pages of acid-free, pure
white thick (55lb) paper to minimize ink bleed,5 dots per inch + a name and contact page.
Bullet journals, with their evenly spaced dot grids, are great for horizontal, vertical, diagonal
and free-hand creativity. This 126-page/63-sheet notebook with 120 pages of dots is perfect for
organizing daily activities, creating shopping lists, strategic planning, note-taking, sketching or
whatever else can be imagined. This journal also includes a name and contact page. The 5,5 x
8,5 in. dimensions are ideal for easy portability.Happy Journaling!
Teal Cat Bullet Journal. Small Dot Grid Journal and Notebook. 150 Pages of white dot paper to
write on. 5x8 dot grid paper notebook. Great for a journal, diary or notebook. Drawing pad or
doodle pad. Bullet journal. With a Journal you give yourself permission to write yourself into
history. 150 dot grid pages. Dotted Journal, Dot Matrix -60# white paper -quality paper -draw,
sketch, create, write, plan -perfect for colored pencils -note taking and bullet journaling -purse
size -5x8 size -dynamic cover design
NEW EDITION! Bullet journals, with their evenly spaced dot grids, are great for horizontal,
vertical, diagonal and free-hand creativity. Our notebook with 110 pages of dots is perfect for
organizing daily activities, creating shopping lists, strategic planning, note-taking, sketching or
whatever else can be imagined! The 1st page features "This journal belongs to ..." title Dots
are 0.35x0.35 cm Specially Designed Matte Cover 5.5x8.5 inches Our dots are 3.5mm apart
which means more flexibility for you to draw and write. With 3.5mm dot spacing your writing will
be much cleaner than it would be with 5mm spacing that most of other journals have. We hope
you'll enjoy our specially designed journals! Discover more journals, planners, guest books and
notebooks just search for "Panda Studio" in the Books section. Visit our Panda Studio author
page - beautiful, colourful, and trendy journals, notebooks, planners and guest books are
awaiting you there!
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Features
This Bullet Notebook and Dot Grid
Journal has high-quality paper and a gorgeous, hand-designed classic White or Black or Pastel
Hue Marble and Rose Gold cover. It has a 120 dot grid pages and measures 7.25x9.5 in size.
Size: 7.25" x 9.5" inch Layout: Perfectly Spaced Dot Grid, Our most Popular size! Paper: Acid
free white paper Pages: 120 sturdy pages Binding: Perfect Bound Cover: Soft Silky Matte
Marble Cover Design: Marble and Gold This Dotted Notebook makes a great Christmas Gift or
Holiday, Graduation or Beginning of the School Year Gift. This Bullet Journal is great for taking
Notes, Jotting Lists, Doodling, Brainstorming, Prayer, Gratitude, Meditation and Mindfulness
Journaling. Our Bullet Notebooks and Journals are the perfect gift for any occasion or anyone
looking for Bullet Journal for Women, Cute Notebooks for Women, Girls and Teens, or Dot
Grid Marble Journals.
Bullet Journal with 160 white dotted pages (0,5 cm x 0,5 cm grid), matte cover, paperback,
size: 5,5 x 8,5 inches. This is an affordable bullet journal for: beginners who want to try out the
method of bullet journaling and discover if this is for them; advanced bullet journal users who
want to practice new designs and spreads. This bullet journal with blank dot grid pages
(without templates) will let your imagination run free and will help you with your organizational
mindset. Be sure to check the Rainbow Notebooks (Author
DOT BULLET JOURNAL The Bullet Journal is a productive organization system. Start with
blank dot grid journal you can create and design whatever you want; it can be your notebook,
to-do list, planner, sketchbook and your diary. With the perfect size and light weight, this
journal is portable to carry in everywhere you go. SPECIFICATIONS - Type: Bullet Journal
Notebook - Cover: Matte Paperback - Layout: Dotted Journal Paper - Dimensions: 5.5-- x 8.5-- Pages: 130 LET'S ENJOY YOUR BULLET JOURNALING
Marble and Rose Gold Bullet Journal Notebook Features This Bullet Notebook and Dot Grid
Journal has high-quality paper and a gorgeous, hand-designed classic White or Black or Pastel
Hue Marble and Rose Gold cover. It has a 150 dot grid pages and measures 8.5x11 in size.
Size: 8.5" x 11" inch Layout: Perfectly Spaced Dot Grid, Our most Popular size! Paper: Acid
free white paper Pages: 150 sturdy pages Binding: Perfect Bound Cover: Soft Silky Matte
Marble Cover Design: Marble and Gold This Dotted Notebook makes a great Christmas Gift or
Holiday, Graduation or Beginning of the School Year Gift. This Bullet Journal is great for taking
Notes, Jotting Lists, Doodling, Brainstorming, Prayer, Gratitude, Meditation and Mindfulness
Journaling. Our Bullet Notebooks and Journals are the perfect gift for any occasion or anyone
looking for Bullet Journal for Women, Cute Notebooks for Women, Girls and Teens, or Dot
Grid Marble Journals.
Marble and Rose Gold Bullet Journal Notebook Features This Bullet Notebook and Dot Grid
Journal has high-quality paper and a gorgeous, hand-designed classic White or Black or Pastel
Hue Marble and Rose Gold cover. It has a 120 dot grid pages and measures 6x9 in size. Size:
6" x 9" inch Layout: Perfectly Spaced Dot Grid, Our most Popular size! Paper: Acid free white
paper Pages: 120 sturdy pages Binding: Perfect Bound Cover: Soft Silky Matte Marble Cover
Design: Marble and Gold This Dotted Notebook makes a great Christmas Gift or Holiday,
Graduation or Beginning of the School Year Gift. This Bullet Journal is great for taking Notes,
Jotting Lists, Doodling, Brainstorming, Prayer, Gratitude, Meditation and Mindfulness
Journaling. Our Bullet Notebooks and Journals are the perfect gift for any occasion or anyone
looking for Bullet Journal for Women, Cute Notebooks for Women, Girls and Teens, or Dot
Grid Marble Journals.
Bullet Journal A5 Watercolor and Marble - 110 pages - (5.5 x 8.5) - soft cover glossy finish Dots / dot points / dot grid ? 110 numbered and dotted pages (55 sheets 60#) dot grid / bullet
journal for a perfect writing comfort. ? With index to sort and easily find notes. ? Large format
(A5: 5,50 x 8,50 in). ? A soft glossy cover. ? A cover page with an empty space where you can
write down your name, information and title of the bullet journal. ? Interior / Illustrations
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at the beginning of this bullet
journal. KEEP COMFORTABLE AND PERFECTLY SAFE YOUR NOTES AND IDEAS! Are
you used writing notes and ideas on a school or office notebook? Why limit yourself to a sad
block of notes, boring and unsuitable? Who has never dreamt of having: A practical notebook:
index and numbered pages to easily find information, and also examples of illustrations to start
your bullet journal journey the best way possible; A top notch quality: ordered binding, soft
cover in glossy finish; And beautiful: Bullet Journals: Watercolor & Marble offers bullet journals
and notebooks with timeless, classical covers ranging from watercolor and marble to geometric
and seamless designs! This beautiful notebook bullet journal will satisfy all the functions you
expect from a notebook but even more, all with an impeccable quality. WHAT YOU FIND IN
THIS notebook: ? Numbered and dotted white sheets (dot grid / bullet journal) that allow you to
take notes with ease. ? More than a notebook: the index, placed at the beginning of the
notebook, allows you to easily find the information contained in it? Some examples of titles
from Bullet Journal after the index? Comfortable: the large format of this notebook (5.5 x 8.5 in)
makes it particularly practical to carry around and pleasant to use, to give creativity maximum
freedom, anywhere! A quality not to be underestimated: it remains open and does not close
while writing! ? It gives a great pleasure: writing in a really great bullet journal, different from
the many anonymous traditional notebooks.
Black and White Horse Bullet Journal- has quarter inch dotted grid Paper, with 108 pages,
measuring at 5" x 8." This Dot Grid Notebook has a Matte, Sturdy Paperback Cover and
perfect bound diary book. This notebook is the perfect addition to any beginner crafter, bullet
journaling, artist, scholar, teacher or office for that stylish Bull Frog look! Quote Journal makes
a great gift! Can be used for Bullet Journals with Washi tape, pens, inserts, markers,
highlighters to make planners, calendars, take notes and much more! Bullet Journal or
Notebook, Dotted Matrix, Dot Journal. -60# white paper -quality paper -draw, sketch, create,
write, plan -perfect for colored pencils -note taking and bullet journaling -purse size -5x8 size
-dynamic black and white cover art design
Blank Classics' large format 8.5X11 inch dotted bullet journal is encased in a durable caselaminate hardcover binding. Dots are subtly arranged as a guide for writing, illustrations, and
charts. A blank table of contents and 245 numbered pages are printed on acid free paper,
ensuring that the creativity within will stand the test of time. This large format bullet journal is
available in 20 different colours.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER - Being a Lazy Genius isn't about doing more or doing less.
It's about doing what matters to you. "I could not be more excited about this book."--Jenna
Fischer, actor and cohost of the Office Ladies podcast The chorus of "shoulds" is loud. You
should enjoy the moment, dream big, have it all, get up before the sun, track your water
consumption, go on date nights, and be the best. Or maybe you should ignore what people
think, live on dry shampoo, be a negligent PTA mom, have a dirty house, and claim your hot
mess like a badge of honor. It's so easy to feel overwhelmed by the mixed messages of what it
means to live well. Kendra Adachi, the creator of the Lazy Genius movement, invites you to
live well by your own definition and equips you to be a genius about what matters and lazy
about what doesn't. Everything from your morning routine to napping without guilt falls into
place with Kendra's thirteen Lazy Genius principles, including: - Decide once - Start small - Ask
the Magic Question - Go in the right order - Schedule rest Discover a better way to approach
your relationships, work, and piles of mail. Be who you are without the complication of
everyone else's "shoulds." Do what matters, skip the rest, and be a person again.
The system combines elements of a wishlist, a to-do list, and a diary. It makes it easy to get
thoughts out of your head and onto paper, to see them clearly and decide what to do about
them
Organize your life, record what matters, and get stuff done! What the heck is a dot journal? It’s
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everything. Early adopter Rachel Wilkerson Miller explains how to make a dot journal work for
you—whether you find the picture-perfect examples on Pinterest inspiring or, well, intimidating.
You decide how simple or elaborate your journal will be, and what goes in there: Lists of your
to-dos, to-don’ts, and more Symbols that will make those lists efficient and effective Spreads
to plan your day, week, month, or year Trackers for your habits and goals (think health, money,
travel) Accouterments such as washi tape, book darts, and more!
Putting our needs aside, today, there are so many things we want but don’t need. How often
do we actually get to own everything that we want to? Not very often. But how possible is it to
actually get to own everything that we want to? Quite possible, if you are able to grasp your
Money Map well and take control over your own cash flow. Sounds easy, doesn’t it? However,
as easy as it may seem, most of us are actually unsure of how to make this happen. But don’t
worry, you will be guided step-by-step through this simple yet proven concept. Other than
understanding the concept and managing your cash flow well, another factor to consider is
some of the common financial mistakes that many of us make throughout our lives. Therefore,
we’ll also be pointing them out to help you avoid falling into these pits. With all these advice
and guidance, you’re now the boss of your own finances. Whether or not you’ll end up getting
your Pencils tomorrow, the decision is all in your hands.
Bullet journals, with their evenly spaced dot grids, are great for horizontal, vertical, diagonal
and free-hand creativity. Our notebook with 110 black and white pages of dots is perfect for
organizing daily activities, creating shopping lists, strategic planning, note-taking, sketching or
whatever else can be imagined! 20 white dot grid pages 90 black dot grid pages 2 white pages
followed by 10 black pages Special Designed Matter Cover 8x10 inches There is a whole
collection of black page journals! Copy and search for the following ISBN in the Book Section:
1978430299 (Black Mandala Cover). Only $4.49! 1978430302 (Black Cover Gold Stones)
1978470983 (Funny Green Monster) 1978471025 (Funny Purple Monster) 1979028397 (Free
and Beautiful Night Sky) 1979157901 (Planets) We hope you'll enjoy our specially designed
black page journals and notebooks! Don't forget to share your thoughts with us, just write the
customer review.
Ideal for bullet journaling! Dot matrix or dot-grid pages are the preferred alternative to
traditional ruled or graph pages. Dot matrix pages are ideal for planning, designing, creating
charts and graphs, and sketching, as well as for bullet journaling and other dynamic notetaking methods. High-performing notebooks feature 25 percent heavier paper stock than other
leading brands. 100-gsm acid-free/archival paper preserves your work. Inside back cover
pocket holds notes, business cards, etc. Elastic band attached to back cover keeps journal
closed. Ribbon bookmark keeps your place. Durable hardcover binding. Removable label.
Notebook is a classic A5 size (5-3/4 inches by 8-1/4 inches). 192 dot-grid pages.
Bullet Journal A4 Watercolor and Marble - 160 pages - (8.5 x 11) - soft cover glossy finish Dots / dot points / dot grid ? 160 numbered and dotted pages (80 sheets 60#) dot grid / bullet
journal for a perfect writing comfort. ? With index to sort and easily find notes. ? Large format
(A4: 8.5 x 11 in). ? A soft glossy cover. ? A cover page with an empty space where you can
write down your name, information and title of the bullet journal. ? Interior / Illustrations
examples, headlines examples and line separator examples at the beginning of this bullet
journal. KEEP COMFORTABLE AND PERFECTLY SAFE YOUR NOTES AND IDEAS! Are
you used writing notes and ideas on a school or office notebook? Why limit yourself to a sad
block of notes, boring and unsuitable? Who has never dreamt of having: A practical notebook:
index and numbered pages to easily find information, and also examples of illustrations to start
your bullet journal journey the best way possible; A top notch quality: ordered binding, soft
cover in glossy finish; And beautiful: Bullet Journals: Watercolor & Marble offers bullet journals
and notebooks with timeless, classical covers ranging from watercolor and marble to geometric
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expect from a notebook but even more, all with an impeccable quality. WHAT YOU FIND IN
THIS notebook: ? Numbered and dotted white sheets (dot grid / bullet journal) that allow you to
take notes with ease. ? More than a notebook: the index, placed at the beginning of the
notebook, allows you to easily find the information contained in it? Some examples of titles
from Bullet Journal after the index? Comfortable: the large format of this notebook (8.5 x 11 in)
makes it particularly practical to carry around and pleasant to use, to give creativity maximum
freedom, anywhere! A quality not to be underestimated: it remains open and does not close
while writing! ? It gives a great pleasure: writing in a really great bullet journal, different from
the many anonymous traditional notebooks.

This trendy, rose gold-clad blank notebook is perfect for every single one of your
journaling needs- planning, listing, chronicling, setting goals, charting, notetaking, indexing, sketching, and free-writing. Gone are the days of dedicated
agendas and to-do lists. The Dot Journal allows you to keep every part of your
life, from day-to-day activities and experiences to long-term goals, organized in
one portable, tidy place.
Dotted Bullet Journal | Notebook Dotted Grid Bullet Journal (5.5 x 8.5) |
Minimalist Planner This Dot Grid 5.5 x 8.5 bullet journal is a versatile tool for multipurpose to great for tracking daily tasks or any masters of organization. This
sized notebook is ideal for travel or normal use to plan your day, create to-do
lists, practice calligraphy, doodle, the possibilities are endless!Feature: Premium
glossy cover Printed at 5.5 x 8.5 inch Experience the pleasure of getting
organized and productivity efficiently. We hope you'll enjoy our specially designed
journals!
This Bullet Notebook and Dotted Grid Journal has high-quality paper and a
gorgeous, hand-designed classic white or black marble and rose gold cover. It
has a 150 dot grid pages and measures 8.5" x 11" in size. Size: 8.5" x 11" inch A4 Layout: Dotted Grid - 5 mm spaced dots Paper: Acid free white paper Pages:
150 sturdy pages Binding: Perfect Bound Paper Weight: 60lb text/90 GSM Cover:
Smooth Glossy Cover Design: Marble and Gold This Dotted Grid Journal makes
a great Christmas Gift or Holiday, graduation or beginning of the school year gift.
This bullet journal is great for taking notes, jotting lists, doodling, brainstorming,
prayer, gratitude, meditation and mindfulness journaling. Our bullet notebooks
and journals are the perfect gift for any occasion or anyone looking for bullet
journal for women, cute notebooks for women, or dot grid marble journals.
Blank Classics' Medium format 5.83X8.27 inch dotted bullet journal includes a
blank table of contents and numbered pages. Dots are subtly arranged as a
guide for writing, illustrations, and charts. Blank Classics' acid free paper, ensurs
that the creativity within will stand the test of time.
Perfect for the bullet journalist, this A5, hard covered, dotted notebook boasts:
200 numbered pages; blank table of contents (4 pages); 25 x 36 dots per page;
70 lb/103 gsm paper; measures 5.83 x 8.27; made in the U.S.A.
This Bullet Notebook and Dot Grid Journal has high-quality paper and a
gorgeous, hand-designed classic white or black marble and rose gold cover. It
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has a 120 dot grid pages and measures 6" x 9" in size. Size: 6" x 9" inch Layout:
Dot Grid - 5 mm spaced dots Paper: Acid free white paper Pages: 120 sturdy
pages Binding: Perfect Bound Paper Weight: 60lb text/90 GSM Cover: Smooth
Glossy Cover Design: Marble and Gold Made in the USA This Dotted notebook
makes a great Christmas Gift or Holiday, graduation or beginning of the school
year gift. This bullet journal is great for taking notes, jotting lists, doodling,
brainstorming, prayer, gratitude, meditation and mindfulness journaling. Our
bullet notebooks and journals are the perfect gift for any occasion or anyone
looking for bullet journal for women, cute notebooks for women, or dot grid
marble journals.
Dot Grid Notebook Features: Dot Grid Notebook Size: In inches: 8.5" x 11" inch
In cm: 21.6 x 27.9 cm In mm: 216 x 279 mm This is the American Standard A4
size, so it's a big dot grid notebook with a nice and large dot grid notebook size.
(The dots themselves are small though - see dot grid size & spacing below) Dot
grid notebook paper: Blank Creamy White paper, with tiny grey dots Dot Grid
Spacing Size: In Inches: 0.2" (1/5 inch), In cm: 0.5 cm In mm: 5 mm Dot grid
notebook pages: 120 pages Paperage dotted journal bullet notebook, hard cover,
medium 5.7 x 8 inches, rhodia dot pad, dotted grid notebook/journal, b5
notebook, bullet dotted journal kit, feela a5 dotted bullet grid journal set with 224
pages yellow notebook, a5 dotted notebook, dotted bullet journals, dot grid
notebook 8.5 x 11, hardcover notebook 8.5 x 11, fabriano notebook, dotted grid
journal A4 dotted notebook, a5 dotted paper, bullet journals dotted grid, miliko
transparent hardcover, computation of special functions, b5 grid notebook, feela
a5 dotted grid journal set with 192 pages orange notebook, bullet journel, bullet
jornal, minimalism art notebook, b5 dotted journal, feela a5 dotted bullet grid
journal set with 224 pages teal notebook, uberworks notebook, doted notebooks
Bullet journal pre designed, a4 grid notebook, bullet mole, journal latge, bullet
journal printables, b5 dotted notebook, grid notebook b5, dotter journal, bullet
journal method box set, moleskin notebooks hardcover, milko notebook, ringed
bullet journal, bullet dotted journal - a5 dotted notebook with 140gsm ghost free
and bleedproof paper with inner pocket, rovyvonn a5, minimalism gwyneth snow
Tumblr bullet journal, spiraled notebook, dotted notebook 8.5 x 11, bullet journa,
notebook b5, kyokuto notebook, bullet journal moleskin, b5 journal, bullet journal
filled in, expedient notebook, japanese stationery notebook, scribbles that matter
b5, exceed journal, c ring with bullet, bondy book bullet journal, minimalist art
dotted journal, bullet journal kits 2018, feela a5 dotted bullet grid journal set with
224 pages black notebook, whitelines dotted, a5 notebook dotted, den noh coil,
bullet journal black boho, kyokuto notebooks A5 notebooks dotted, smythson
stationery, dotted sketchbook, rettacy dotted journal 2 pack - dotted grid journal
for women with 320 pages, martinsburg journal, wodison plastic bullet journal,
bujo stamps, appointed notebook, ghost grid journal, fountain pen friendly
notebook, minimalism art notebook hardcover, notebook doted, dotgrid journal,
bullet dotted journal notebook - a5 cute floral hardcover dot grid writing
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notebooks for women & men, ghost notepad, exceed a5 dotted journal, bullet
proof notebook A5 dotted bullet grid softcover journals(2-pack)- ahgxg dot grid
notebook 5.75 x 8.38, scrivwell dotted a5 hardcover notebook, bullet journal thick
paper, semikolon notebook, bulltet journal, artist loft journal, b5 dotted, color
crush a5, b5 planner, miliko notebook, b5 notebook dotted, rof bullet journal,
miliko grid notebook, tempo journal, notebook cork, bullet journal 8.5 x 11,
unruled notebook 8.5 x 11, bullet journal stenicils, spiraled bullet journal, bullet
dotted journal - a5 dotted notebook with 140gsm ghost free and bleedproof paper
Have you ever felt the need to be different, stand out from the crowd? Do you think it's possible
to be organized and creative? Do you want a better life, one filled with color and vividness?
Notebooks with black pages are unique, just like you. Because the Black Page Notebook is so
different, mysterious, and exciting! This minimalist and classic notebook is a wonderful multipurpose journal for sketching, jotting down thoughts, and writing notes. The notebook is made
with flexible matte laminated softback cover, which helps repel liquids. Therefore, the notebook
is durable to withstand any adventure. This Black Paper Journal is perfect for white ink pens,
chalk, pastels, gel pens, colored pencils, and metallic markers. Makes a great Christmas,
Birthday, Easter, holiday or Back to School Gift for a beginner or advanced artist as well as
anyone with a creative side. Details: - Dimensions 8.5" x 11" very practical - 100 black dotted
pages - Soft, matte and durable cover - High quality acid-free paper - Perfect binding Buy Now,
and Unleash Your Creativity and Start Enjoying Blackout Journaling with the Black Paper
Journal Dot Grid Now! Check out our full collection of notebooks and journals by click our
name above!
Bullet journals, with their evenly spaced dot grids, are great for horizontal, vertical, diagonal
and free-hand creativity. Our notebook with 110 black and white pages of dots is perfect for
organizing daily activities, creating shopping lists, strategic planning, note-taking, sketching or
whatever else can be imagined! 20 white dot grid pages 90 black dot grid pages 2 white pages
followed by 10 black pages Special Designed Matter Cover 8x10 inches We hope you'll enjoy
our specially designed black page journals and notebooks! Don't forget to share your thoughts
with us, just write the customer review.
This Bullet Notebook and Dot Grid Journal has high-quality paper and a gorgeous, handdesigned classic white or black marble and rose gold cover. It has a 150 dot grid pages and
measures 8.5" x 11" in size. Size: 8.5" x 11" inch Layout: Dot Grid - 5 mm spaced dots Paper:
Acid free white paper Pages: 150 sturdy pages Binding: Perfect Bound Paper Weight: 60lb
text/90 GSM Cover: Smooth Glossy Cover Design: Marble and Gold Made in the USA This
Dotted notebook makes a great Christmas Gift or Holiday, graduation or beginning of the
school year gift. This bullet journal is great for taking notes, jotting lists, doodling,
brainstorming, prayer, gratitude, meditation and mindfulness journaling. Our bullet notebooks
and journals are the perfect gift for any occasion or anyone looking for bullet journal for
women, cute notebooks for women, or dot grid marble journals.
Marble and Rose Gold Bullet Journal Notebook Features This Bullet Notebook and Dot Grid
Journal has high-quality paper and a gorgeous, hand-designed classic White or Black or Pastel
Hue Marble and Rose Gold cover. It has a 120 dot grid pages and measures 5x8 in size. Size:
5" x 8" inch Layout: Perfectly Spaced Dot Grid, Our most Popular size! Paper: Acid free white
paper Pages: 120 sturdy pages Binding: Perfect Bound Cover: Soft Silky Matte Marble Cover
Design: Marble and Gold This Dotted Notebook makes a great Christmas Gift or Holiday,
Graduation or Beginning of the School Year Gift. This Bullet Journal is great for taking Notes,
Jotting Lists, Doodling, Brainstorming, Prayer, Gratitude, Meditation and Mindfulness
Journaling. Our Bullet Notebooks and Journals are the perfect gift for any occasion or anyone
looking for Bullet Journal for Women, Cute Notebooks for Women, Girls and Teens, or Dot
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This dotted, hard covered notebook boasts:181 numbered pages; blank table of contents (4
pages); 37 x 46 dots per page; 70 lb/103 gsm paper; measures 8 x 10 inches; made in the
U.S.A.
Size: 7.5 x 9.25 inches (19.05 x 23.5 cm) 120 pages Enjoy this dotted bullet journal to help you
track the past, organize the present, and plan for the future Use it at work, home or school for
keeping track of tasks & events. Fun, contrasting colors on front and back covers
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